
CORAL CHAIR

MODULAR LIGHTWEIGHT FURNITURE

®



Design: Ton Haas

Designer Ton Haas took inspiration from the intricate beauty of coral reefs to 
create this lightweight chair. The ergonomically designed seat and backrest 
together with its lumbar support ensure comfort even when sitting for lengthy 
periods of time. The CORAL chair is a one piece injection moulded chair 
made from fiberglass reinforced Nylon. This makes it lightweight (3.9 kg), 
durable, flame-retardant and UV resistant. 
CORAL is suited for indoor and outdoor use. The chair‘s smooth and open 
structure does not allow water or dirt to adhere to it, resulting in a clean and 
dry surface on which to sit. 

The CORAL chair works in the following environments:
hotels, events, restaurants, pubs, bars, garden areas, terraces, coffee 
shops, lidos, swimming pools. 

CORAL CHAIR
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Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Stackable: up to 20 chairs
Size: W 480 mm x H 825 mm x D 520 mm (Seat H 460 mm)
Weight: ~ 4 kg

Material:
Polyamid (Nylon 6), reinforced with glass fibre
(100% recyclable)

SIZE, WEIGHT AND MATERIAL

orange

taupe

white

anthracite

all colours on demand
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Sustainable furniture production 
We are always working on minimizing our business operations‘ 
impact on the environment. MOVISI products adhere to strict 
ecological and socially responsible production methods. MOVISI 
furniture is 100% recyclable, entirely toxin- free and 100% made 
in Germany.   
Green power: our offices and our warehouse are powered by 
100% green electricity from Greenpeace. 100% free of CO2 
emissions. Power/electricity is mostly generated from eco-friendly 
hydropower.
Minimal packaging: MOVISI furniture is very light in weight: this 
means that CO2 emissions are reduced during transport as less 
fuel is needed to move the goods. We avoid unnecessary packa-
ging. Our goal is to keep waste towards zero. This is why we only 
use cardboard boxes for packaging our modular furniture. No 
additional packaging and padding material is being used.
Lightweight transport: our furniture is very light in weight: this 
means that CO2 emissions are reduced during transport as less 
fuel is needed to move the goods.

Light, flexible and customisable
We think that everyone should have more choices when it comes 
to the character of their home decor or office environment.  
Our aim is to offer you endless interior design possibilities.  
MOVISI does not dictate a style, but rather allows you to establish 
your own personal style with furniture that you can customise and 
change as it suits you. The results can be unexpected, individu-
al and dynamic. You are in control.The furniture changes with a 
whim, and with minimum effort. The results can be as surprising 
and evocative as your own imagination - furniture that adapts to 
your needs. The interchangeable components make the furniture 
dynamic and responsive to changing needs. These characteristics 
combine to make MOVISI one of the world‘s most unique range of 
furnishings available anywhere today.

Visit www.movisi.com

SUSTAINABILITY & DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
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https://movisi.com

